
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

How often he had seen it now, and never without the ____________ sense
of revolt and protest!
1.

(wild/same)
same wild

It is the __________________ question of modern times.2. (great/political)great political

He was out on the ____________ hunt with love.3. (first/mad)first mad

But you are not _______________ recipients.4. (passive/mere)mere passive

A _____________ hand was almost through a crevice in the floor.5.
(brown/slim)

slim brown

Curious that he should take so much trouble about some _____________
captives they think.
6.

(poor/black)
poor black

While yesterday they had permitted the unfortunate men to move forward
at an easy pace, they now forced them to the __________________ speed.
7.

(possible/utmost)
utmost possible

It was a wild region, with many bears and _____________ animals still in
the woods.
8.

(wild/other)
other wild

How ___________________ things have happened in Newport!9.
(interesting/many)

many interesting

Lost as my own soul is, I would still do what I may for ______________
souls!
10.

(other/human)
other human

Romantic and serious in his taste, his imagination fed on _____________
tradition and song, and drew from them its richest food.
11.

(German/old)
old German

He had blue eyes and _____________ hair.12. (long/white)long white

These will not survive their __________________ stage.13.
(own/appropriate)

own appropriate
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The picture represented a very __________________ woman about
whom it was easy to imagine all manner of tender and romantic things.
14.

(young/beautiful)

beautiful young

Doris glanced curiously at the ______________ woman.15. (colored/old)old colored

It was a large and handsome letter with a __________ seal.16. (big/red)big red

Poetry constitutes the chief part of ______________ literature.17.
(early/Greek)

early Greek

The silence continued unbroken by human sounds for _______________
minutes.
18.

(anxious/many)
many anxious

A nigger is the _______________ melon eater.19. (natural/only)only natural

It was repeated over and over in the ______________ manner.20.
(gentle/same)

same gentle
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